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ERRATA_ _

Notes to Section 1 beg nning on page 5, should number from

1 - 43 rathei than. 3 7 45.

Citation for Franks v. Boviman in note 1, page 43, should

be 96 S. Ct. 1251 (1976) rather than 44 U.S.L.W. 4356

(Mar. 24, 1976)

Note 7 on page 44 should be Id. at 1263 rather

at 4363.

"Employment Act of 1964" should be "Emplo-1

1946" on page 60.
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ETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

THE PRESIDENT
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE
THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

siRs:

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights presents this report to
you pursuant to Public Law 85-315, as amended.

This reportexamines the effects of the 1974-75 economic
recession on the effort to ensure equal employment
opportunity for the Nationos minority groups and women. The
layoff of disproportionately large numbers of minority and
female workers during the recession generally resulted from
the fact that many were only recently hired and thus had
earned little seniority. The recession, therefore,
seriously eroded affirmative action gains'of recent years,
frustrating the intent of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, Executive Order 11246, as amended, anclother
'programs enacted to help minority and.female workers narrow
the historic economic gap between them and white male
workers.

'The likelihood of continuing high unemployment and future
economic slowdowns threatens not only vulnerable minority
and women workers with low seniority, but many white males,
particularly youths-, as well. The social.costs of such
unemployment, particularly that involving job losers and
discouraged workers, constitute,a continuing national
tragedy.

This report reviews the legality of layoffs by ,seniority
wheh disproportionate numbers of minorities or women are
affected and explores alternatives to layoffs already widely'
practiced in Western Europe and by some industries in our
own economy. We believe that the findings in this study
provide important, practical, and fair



means for ameliorating the vexing conflict between layo
by seniority and vital affirmative action programs in
employment.

We urge your consideration of the facts presented and ask
for your leadership in ensuring implementation of the
recommendations made.

Respectfully,

Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman
Stephen HOrn, Vice Chairman
Frankie M. Freeman
Manuel Ruiz, Jr.
Murray Saltzman

John A. Suggs, staff_ Director
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Introduc ion

since '7.s creation in 1957, the United States

Commission on civil Rights has investigated and analyzed the

national problem of -employment discrimination as well as

othbr types of bias. Commission reports and investigative

hearings h-ve documented how minorities and women have been

systematically deprived of their fair share of economic

benefits as; a result of discrimination in employment.(10

Although Federal, State, and local statutes and

Presidential orders have dictated that discriminatory'

employment practices be eliminated, many of the Nationts

women and members of minority groups continue,to face

serious barriers in the job market. One of these is the

ulast hired, first firedfl policy that has disproportionately

affected minorities and wOmen, particularly during the

Nation's periodic economic recessions. The long and

extensive use of this policy by employers is one reason why

income remains conslstently lower and unemployment rates

higher for these groups than for the labor force as a whole.

Some economic gains'were made by minorities and women

in the 1960s, but even before the 1974-75 recession took

hold, economic disparities between these groups-and white.

10



males remained seriou The recession has reversed much

the limited progress that had been achieved by t-iggering

massive layoffs of new min rity and women employees. So

severely have layoffs affected many of these new workers

that the usual basis for slch layoffs, seniority, has bec- e

the target of lawsuits alleging it a discriminatory

employment practice. The confli-t between affirmative

action responsibilities and contractual senio- ty agreements

has been brought before the United States Supr me Cour

which, in a recent decision, noted-the "vast" importance of

seniority in the national labor market.(2.)

As a new year begins, the prospect:for continuing high

unemployment and for future recessions appears strong.

Disproportio--tely high :ates of job loss and discouragement

among minority and female workers therefo e seem likely.

Becauseof this bleak outlook, some interest has developed

in techniques such as worksharing, already known both in

western Europe and the United States: that may minimize or

forestall layoffs and keep people working while allowing

,employers to reduce production costs. The potential vir..ues

of_such alternatives lie not only as a means to ameliorate

the seniority-affirmative action-conflict but also as a

logical way t- enco-_age m-re humane and efficient use of

all the Nationos humarcresources.ii
2



Furthermore, the ionviction has grown among many

Ame_icans that the tiMe has com, for the Federal Government

to guarantee a decent j b opportunity t_ every citizen who

is willing and able to work. Legi lation creating such a

policy has been int7oduce9 in the Congress.

The Commission on Civil Rights is deeply disturbed by

t e tragic impact this recession has had on vital

affirmative action efforts in eMployment a d also by the

profOund inequities it has raised 'for millions of jobless

Americans, regardless of race, ethnicity, or sex. In this

brief study, the Commission addresses the issues of

seniority, layoffs, and worksharing and some fundamental

civil rights aspects of national economic policy. It must

be emphasized that the discussion of seniority relates only

to its use as the basis for laying oft workers and not t-

its role in other personnel Tatter-, such as promotion or

transfer.

12



tee to Introduction

1. - See, e.g;.., U.S. Commission on Civil Rights: 1961
Statutory Report, book 3, "Employment"; Jobs and Civil
,Risht21 The Role of the Federal Government in Promoting
Equal Opportunity in EmPloYment/and Training (1969); The
Federal Civil Rights Enforcement Effort--1974, vol. V, To
Eliminate Employment Discrimination.(1975); Twenty Years
After Brown: Eguali* of Economic Opportunity (1975). In
this report the term "milacrity or "minorities" refers
generally to all blacks, persons of Spanish origin, Asian
Americans, 'and Native Americans. The term iefers
to all such persons except persons of Spanish origin.
"Minority" is, therefore, more-inclusive. It should be
noted that the lack of separate data on persons of Spanish
origin has limited adequate documentation-of their economic
problems which, it is now clear, are edmilar to those of
black Americans.

2. Franks v. Bowman, 96 S. Ct. 1251/, (Apr. 15, 197)- The
Court noted that "(sjeniority systems and the entitlements
conferred by credits-earned thereunder are of vastcand
increasing, importance in the economic employment-s-ystem of
this Nation." Id.. at 1265.
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Minorities and Women in the American Labor Market

Despite their substantial numbers, minorities and women

historically have played a subservient role in the labor

market of the Nation. They have suffered higher

unemPloyment rates than white male workers, and when hired,

they have held jobs of lower status and earned less than

white-males.

Their position marginal even in the best of times,

minorities and women repeatedly have been hard- hit by

downturns of the businets Cycle. During the depression of

1921, for example, Idack unemployment rates in Detroit were

five times as-high at those of native white workers and

twice as high as,thpse of foreign-born whites.00 "Colored

workers are the laSt to be hired, and first to be fired,"

the superintendent of the colored Branch of the New'York

State Employment Bureau declared in February, 1921. "Always

discriminated against by some empleyers, the present

condition of unemployment is causing great suffering among'.

the colored people."(4.)-

When the Great Depression of the 1930s subsided and war .

production expanded job opportunities the economic-gap

persisted. In the early years of the Second World War:

5
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the percentage of Negroes in
manufacturing was lower Vlan it had been
30 years before._ Although every tenth
American is Negrfr, only 1 Negro in 20
was in the defense industry. Every
seventh white American was a skilled
craftsman; only 1 Negro in 22 had a
skilled rating. Many trade unions had
constitutional barriers to Negro
membership....(5.)

As the war ended, war industries cut back-production.

Blacks and women, many of whom were the most recent

.newcomers in these industries were the,first to lose their

lobs.05.4 In 1954 nonwhite family income was,still only 56

,percent that of white family income.(1.) Median female,
4

income was less thah/half that of median male inco --this

wastrue for white females vis-a-vis white males and for

nonwhite females vis-a-vis nonwhite males.(6.)

In 1946 the Federal Government committed itself for the

first time to policies that would promote conditions of full

employment. ''the Employment Act Of1946 stated, amOng other

things, that it was "the continuing policy and

responsibility of the Federal Government...to promote

maximum employment, prodpction, and purchasing power ,(9.)

Implicit in the act was the vision of the Nation with jobs

and oPportunity for ail who are able, willing, and seeking

to work. Consistent with this goal the Federal Government

'in 1962 created the first comprehensive Federal manpower

1 5
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:training program.(10.) In 1964 the Civil Rights Act was

,enacted, Title VII of which out_a ed employment

.4iscrimination.(11.)

During the'decade of the 1960s minorities improved

their economic. status. Tables 2 and 2A show that nonwhite

and Spanish-Origin Americans registered gains in white

-collar employment. The unemployment rate Among nonwhites 20

years of age and over dropped from approximately 11 percent

jOT 1961 to less than 5 percent in 1969. (See table 3.)

There was also a sharp decline in unemployment rates for the

Spanish-origin pOpulation between 1960 and 1969, as table 3A

reveals. The traditional gap in income b tween nonwhites

and whites also began to narrow, as shown in table 4.

The traditionally limited role of women in the labor

market has also undergone a change. Many women'continued to

work following their work experience during the Second World.

War. With more women attending college than ever before and

with inflation requiring a second earner in many

families, women have continued to enter the labor market in

large numbers. Their rate of part cipation in the labor

force increased from 33.9 percent in 1950 to 44.7 percent in

1973.(12.) Employmeut of womeni- government and

manufacturing has increased, and women have entered other

I 6
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industrial sectors, such as finance and transportation, in

growing numbers.(13.)

Despite these changes in economic activity, howeve

the overall employment situation of minorities and women in

1974--at the outset of the recession- had changed little,

and these grOups found themselves in essentially the same

inferior position they have always occupied in the labor-

market. As figure 1 shows, the nonwhite unemployment rate

and the 2-1 ratio of nonwhite to white unemployment were the

same in 1973 as in 1954. The unemployment rate among

persons of SpaniSh origin was 7.5 percent-in 1973- lower

than..that for black's but.substantially higher than that for

whites.(14.) As table 3 reveals, womeh at all age levels

still had considerablyqligher rates of unemployment than

males of the same race and age group.

Piirther, both minorities and women still lagged far

behind white males in ihe proportionholding high-paying,

high-status jobs and were oveikepresenterin lower-pa g4

less-skilled -jobs.(15.) The oceupational distribntion of

Americans-of Spanish origin resembled that of blacks.( 6.)

The narrowing of the.income giP between mindrities and'

women, on the one hand, an&white males, on the other, a4so
144--

halted. In 1973 .
black median incdme Stood-at 58 percent of

white Median income, leaving about ,tbe same gap that existed

1 7



in 1954.(17.) W en'.s earnings were- only. 58 to 60-percent

of men's earnings in 1973..(180)-

A particularly serious unemployment problem continues

to plague black youth. .-Since 1971:,the unemployment rates

-for black teenagers have averaged more than-30 percent,

roughly 2 1/2 times the rate for white youths. Teenage

black wcnen suffer the highest unemployment rates of any

group classified by age, :race, -or sex.(19 )

In addition to the startlingly high unemployment rates

among:black. youth, another disturbing trend that had

developed prior-to the rec ssion is the widespread poverty

among-the growing-'number Of female-headed households. The

number of such households has been increasing considerably;

while' 1 out of 10 faMilies was headed by a women a decade'

ago, the ratio in March 1973 was1 out of every 8

families.(20 ) Fewer than 1 out of every 10 male-headed

familie- ha,14:incomes below the poverty threshold ($4,254 for

a family 9f four) in 1972, but more than 5 out of every 10

female-headed families fell in that category.(21.) Sixty-

six percent of families headed by Mexican American women

lived in poverty in 1972.(22.)

Finally, a.marked increase in the gap between non

and white male participation in the labor force occurred

between 1964 and 1974, with a 7 percent decline in the'



partiCipation rate of the former. See table 5.) Among the

-reasons for nonparticipation in the labor force are poor

health, home or- family responsibility, _and discouragement

over job prospects.(23.)

The Impact of the 1974-75 Recession on Minorities and Women

The 1974-75 recession has sharply aggravated-the

longstanding employment problems of minorities and women and

directly undermined the affirmative action efforte of the

past decade. As the recession took hold in late 1974 and

1975, unemployment increased and labor forge participation'

dropped. The Department of Labor reported in Apri7L 1975,

, rkcently hired-workers including many women and minority:
,

group members, have become early casualties of the economic.

- downturn."(24..)

the unemployment rate for adult women rose steadily

5.9 .

percent in the last quarter of 1973 to-8 5 percentfro

in thesecond quarter of 1975.(25.-) Jobless rates reached

14;3 percent for nonwhites, 12.4' percent'for workers of

Spanish origin, and 8.2 percent for whites-by mid-1975.(264

For black teenagers the jobless rate climbed to 39.8 percent

n the first quarter of 1975 compared to 18.0 for white

teenagers.(27.)

in late 1974 it was reported that 845,000 labor force,

nonparticipants wanued jobs but were not looking for work



becauSe they thought their search would bein vain.(280- By

the third quarter-of 1975, this number had'increased to

1,150,000.(29.) The largest group of udiscouraged workers

was women, who accounted for two-thirds of the-total

discouraged in 1975.(304 These women, together with male

teenagers and elderly Men, accounted for 85 percent.of all

disdouraged workers.

At this point, soMe per pective is needed on -hese

large groups.of the unemPloyed--those who hold jobs but

involuntarilY lose- them and discouraged worker The

c:Lirrent recession has, of course, increased-the numbers in

both categories,but the fact reMains that both groups

represent permanent problems in the Nation's economy that

have not-yet been adequately addressed.

Job Losers-

The unemployed include threesubgroups-those who lose

their jobs-',those who leave their jobs and those who enter_

the labor market as hew entrants and reentrants. As figure

2 shows, job losers usually constitute the largest group of

the unemployed; in september1975 they conStituted over 58

percent of the total unemployed.(31 ) Bistdrically,

unemployment by job loss is the most cyclically sensitive,

rising andfalling in accordance with the ups and downs of

the husiness cycle.(32.) Although the level of unemployment

2Q



'nearly doubled between the last quarter of 1973 and the

second quarter of 1975, unemployment from job loss-pearly

tripled.(33.)

As noted, job loss is-an integral part of the

employment pat ern for many nonwhite and female work rs,

egardless of the overall conditions of the economy. When

the current recession struck, it hit these vulnerable

workers disproportionately hard. Table 6 shows that job

loss unemployment--layoffs--rose most sharply during the

current recession in those blue-collar occupations where

minorities are,eMployed in greater numbers. .Table 7 shows

the .oVerrepresentation of black Male workers among the'

recent-job losers. In early 1975 blaCks aOcounted for abott

18 percent (725,000) of,the.job loSa-unemployment,.though

they were only 11 percent of the total labor foroe.(344

_For women, job loss has.generally been less.. widespread

during the .current-recession than for nonwhite male Wc;rkers,

but totalunemployment among women,_as noted, has be n high.

Although'xwomen made up nearly one-half of-the unemployed (47

percent in 1974), they generally account for only one-third

of the unemployed from job loss.(35.) This reflects, in',

large part, their concentration in industries such as trade

and services where the cyclical changes in employment are

less sharp than in:the goods producing industries. The

2 1
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ct ofrecessions on women "is not reflected so much

their unemployment rates as in the retardation of their

growing labor participation.' (36.) Nonetheless, where wo en

have begun to be employed in nontraditional jbbs, such as on

the assembly lines of automobile plants or as patrol

.officers on-police forces, they have been heavily affeCted

by-job loss.

It is well torementher that job loserLare Workers who

want to work and had jobs. They are:more likely to have

dependents and family responSibilities.(370 Most job

losers have not willingly left their jObs. In addition t-

the material loSs involvedr.there is evidence that,j0b loss
.

thay well have,a heavy physical and psydhological effect 'On

the victim. studies have shown a correlation between job

loss and high blood pressure4 lower ego resilience-and self-

esteem, indreased hospitalization for mental illness,

alcoholism, child abuse, and even suicide.(38.)

The Discouraged Worker

Another group of Americans adversely affected by ihe

recession are .the udiscouraged workers.u(39.) While the

recession has generated discouragement and frustration among

people who have, lost their jObs and'have giVen up looking

:fox a new one, discouraged workers also include those who

2 2



may nOf have worked

began.

rZei;

_ome time even befOre _he redeSSiOn

Discouragement over job prospec s for many Americans is

not a problem connected solely with economic downturn. For

miriorities and women in particular, it is a constant problem

that simply spreads and intensifies during recess1on3.00.)

In the main, blue-collar jobs tend to be more tenuous

and unstable than white-6pllar jobs, even in times

economic prosperity. Many minority members and women wo k

in manufacturing industries which have been experiencing a

steady decline for years. Because inadequate job training

opportunities 'and the prohibitive costs of lighey education

hinder retraining for other more stable jobs, many of these

workers in the "wrong" jobs have little realistic hope of

switching to positiogswith a more-promising future. As one

study- observed of nonwhites in this group of discouraged

workers:

They,earn less than whites, are fo ced
to work irregularly, have trouble
finding jobs, and are more frequently
discouraged from even looking. Low
earnings, intermittent employment,
discouragement, unemployment, and
falling labor participation all
interact.(41.)

The recent recession has further discouraged these

icans from participating in the labOr force and added

1 4
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many others-to their zanks. Discouraged wokera like job

losers, are disproportionately nonwhite and still a o her

group that bears the brunt of economic deprivation whether

it results from structural or recession-induced

unemployment.

In addition to increased job loss unemployment and

discouragement among minorities and women, the Commission

finds several other sources of concern about the labor

market and overall economic position of these groups at the

pre-sent ti e. The first is inflation which has been

particularly severe in basic areas such as food and energy

prices. The effects are clearly most harmful for low-income

families, and when low-income workers lose their jobs,

inflation is all the more devastating.

The second is the particularly heavy burden recessions

and layoffs place on young workers, including not only

minorities and females but white males as well. Contraction

of the labor market denies them opportunitie6 to develop

skills and blocks career planning. In 1975,16- to 19year'

olds accounted for only,one-tenth of the ration's labor

force but for one-fourth of the une ployed.(42.) While

teenage unemploymentiis highest in central city areas, it is

also a problem in rural areas.(43.) It is ironic that a

soCiety is unable to provide so many young people with

2 4



decent job opportunities afte& it has committed billians of

dollars to educate them for future participation in-that

society. The consegilendgs of this failure, in such areas as

family strength; crime, and drug abuse, seem obvious.

Third, the prospects for rapid economic recovery and a

retu n to work of the jobless are questionable. The

Congressional Budget Office has reported, "even if

production and employment continue to rise after the initial'

rebound, the recession has beem So deep that unemployment

will remain high for some years."(44.) The-Chairman of the

Federal Reserve Board has -suggested that the united States

economy may be in a new "long cycle" of sluggishness in

which receions will be deeper than earlier in the postwar

period, unemployMent greater, and.recoverieS will not carry

upward as high(45.) The Chairman noted that -the present

long cycle may be the con emporary equivalent of the.

depressed 1930A. The spark of h9pe that wasicindled among

minority and female workers in the 1960s a:period Of-

economic .expansion when important efforts were made to

improve equal employment opportunity, may soon be virtually

extinguished.

2 5
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Notes to Section I

1. Philip S. Foner, Organized Labor and thesElack Worker
(New York: Praeger, 1974), p. 132.

2. As quoted in New York Call, 1921 'cited in'
.Foner, Organized Labor, 1313.TU.

3. U.S., FairEmployment practice's Committee, Final
Report, (1947), cited in 1961, U.,S.z CommissiOn on Civil
Rights.Report, p. 9. //

,

/
-4. Although some bliOks bid been upgraded to-semiskilled
and skilled jobs during the war, the vast majority of black
workers had not rtsen ibove the Unskilled categories, which
were quickly eliMinated as the war industries Aeclined.
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II. Layoffs and Seniority

Layoffs in the United States economy are generally

based on seniority, or "the last hired, first red"

principle.(10 Seniority involves a set of rules which

gives worke with longer years of continuous service a

prior claim to a job over others with fewer years of

service.(2.) What is referred to here is "competitive.

-tatus.seniority" as opposed to "benefit seniority.

-Competitive status seniority determines priorities for,

promotion,, job security, shift preference, and other

employment advantages. By contrast, benefit seniority,

earned-without regard to the status of other employees,

determines the eligibility for certaintypes of fringe

benefits, such as paid vacations or sick leave.(3.)

In applying competitive status seniority, companies

differ as-to the unit within which seniority operates. In

some, length of service may be measured by total length of

employment Tith employer ("plant" or "mill" seniority). In

others, length of service in a department ("department"

seniority) or length of service in a job ("job" seniority)

are the units used for applying seniority.14,)
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By i s_lf a seniority system is racially and sexually_

nondiscriminatory.(5.) It applies equally to whites and

nonwhites, men and women, allocating jobs on the length of

service in the unit in whichseniority operates. Indeed,

is the "facially neutral" feature that gave rise to'its

introduction. UniOns deManded the establishm'ent of the

seniority system to replace the foremanos complete,authority-

over-promotion and layoff. Seniority is one of the union ,

organizers principal and mori effective appeals in

unionizing a plantls work force.(60-

For union officials or nonunion e ployers, the-

length-of-service seniority rule is an objective internal

device for allocating jc,:) oF )ortunities among members. It

helps to immunize the union or the employers from the

criticisms of disgruntled e-:ployees denied promotioh or laid

off.(7.) Yet senioritysystems have been significant

instruments of racial and sex discrimination, as part iirof

this report will demonstrate.

A 1975 'survey of major collec .ve bargaining agreements .

in the United States found.-that 90 percent Contained layoff

provisions; in 85 percent of these contracts, seniority was

a factor.(8.) More than 42 percent of the agreements

provided for layoffs based_ on seniority -alone,49_.) and 30

p_roent provided for senio ity as the "determining fac o

--, .... _ .......
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in layoffs e. .more senior employees are retained during

a reduction in force only if they are qualified for

available jobs). Other factors are given equal

consideration with seniority in less than 1 percent of the

contracts. Seniority is the sole or determining factor in

at least two-thirds of the contracts in all manufacturing

industries except printing:and in most nonmanufacturing

industries except maritime, services, construction, and

insurance and finance.(10.)

Most agreements also provide for eventual loss- of

seniority and recall rights i- a long layoff. Seniority

retentiOn periods may last fro_ 6 months or less to 5 years;

1 year is the most common term.(11.)

Always a vital concern, seniority becomes decisive

during periods Of economic downturn when jobs are scarce!

In an industrial or other employment setting, a worker

place in the seniority "pecking order " can mean the

difference between having a job and being unemployed.

The implications of the last in, first out" rule for

new workers, whether minorities women, or youth generally,

are obvious. The disproportionately high rates of job loss

among minorities have already been noted.( 2.) In some

,areas where minorities.represented only 10 to 12 percent o

tl", work force, they'accounted f r 60 to'70 percent of those
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being laid off in 1974.0 Many companies which had only

recently hired significant numbers of minority :nd women

employees have laid off workers. A Business Week survey of

companies that have undergone layoffs failed to find a

single employer who refrained from using the ',last in, first

outu approach in order to retain minority or women

workers.(14.).

For example, at the Norton Company, an abrasives

-manu-acturer in Worcester Mass., the pereentage of minority
A

orkers on the firm's total work force dropped from 3.7

percent in 1973 (up from 1.9 percent in 1971) to 2.7 percent

in 1974--"a countryw:i.de pattern that varies only in timing

and degree"(15.) Elsewhere:

A Pittsburgh-based conglomerate that recently
followed seniority in laying .off 15% of,its 30,000

member work force reports that 26% of its black
employee,and an even larger percentage of its

women loot their jobs. In the auto
industry...layoffsof 215,000 out of 750,000
production workers have removed large numbers of
minority workers from some plants and all woMen

from,others.(16.)

ayoffs of employees by atate and local government

agencies have also been based on "last in, first,out,H with

'disparate effects on minorities and women. For example,

layoffs in mid-1975 of 371 -female officers appointed: since

January, 1973 by the New York City Police Department ended

their brief tenure with the previously overwhelmingly male
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police forc (17.) Over half of all His anic city workers

in New York lo t their jobs between July 1974 d No ember

1975.080 In a number of school districts in californa

,and the Southwest, Mexican Am .rican teachers were

disproportionately threatened by layoffs because of their

low seniority.(19.) Some 300 Asian American employees of

the California Department of Transportation faced layoffs

September 1975. A spokesperson for these workers described

the problems created for this minority group:

.There is an extraordinary multiplying effect when
Asians are laid off...not only.does it affect
their-families.so much more by creating .

unmanageable- financial hardshipsy, but you have to
consider hoW much harder it is for them to.find
new jobs. 'Asians arenft as mobile as Caucae
many have a language difficulty, (and). recent'
affirmative action policies have been so delayed
that few have the seniority to hold on to

positions....(20.)

While seniority does generally determine which

employees ate to be laid off first it is not uniformly or

always given exclusive weight. In 11 percent of labor

contracts, seniority is a secondary factor to be considered

Only when factors such as ability and physical fitness are

egual.(21.) Forty-six percent of the contracts allow for

exceptiorrs from seniority in layoffs and union repre-

.sentatives are given superseniority for layoff purposes in

more than three-fourths of the.- provisions.(22.) About 19
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percent of layoff provisions in manufacturing contracts

afford -imilar protection to specially siilld mmploy

whom management desires to retain.(23. ) Still other

contracts exclude older or handicapped workers from the

seniority provisions for layoffs.(24.)

Some agreements.provide for payment of supplemental

unemployment benefits (SUB) to buttress unemployment

compensation for job losers. Contracts:providing such plans

differas to the amount a worker can receive and the

--duration of.such payments.(25.)

These are the mechanics of layoffs by seniority. The

commission wishes to stress the fact that while seniority

usually determines who is to be laid off first, there are

various exceptions to "last hired, first fired"-- applied to

groups or categories of workers.
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III. Layoffs by Seniority and the Law

Extensive layoffs by seniority of minorities and women

in both private and public sectors during this recession

have precipitated court action on the grounds that these

layoffs violate:Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The legal arguments involved are extremely complex and have

been presented at length in numerous cases.(1.)- The lowe

courts have not agreed on a resolution of the conflict,

however, and the United States Supreme Court therefore :las

.been called upon to settle the issue.

In its recent decis.on in Franks, the Supreme court did

not directly address the question of whether seniority-based

layoffs constitute an employment.practice that may be

discriminatory(20 under Title VII (3.) of the Civil R gilts

Act of 1964. Rather, the Court concerned itself with the

scope of relief that may be granted .to id ntifiable victims

-f illegal hiring discrimination, and it ruled that

roactive or ',constructive', seniority may be granted these

workers as an important part of such relief.(4.) Hence,

Federal district court may award an employee, wbo has

suffered unemployment or denial of transfer because of

illegal employment practices, seniority status that'the

employee would have earned but for the illegal
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discrimination. The seniority expectations of white workers

do not bar the granting of this relief.(54

Although the decision did not deal directly ith the

e ality of layoffs by ,seniority, it did strongly uphold

the power of the courts -under.Title VII to end emplOyment

discrimination. The Court said:'

(I]n enacting Title VII of the. Civil Rights Act of-
1964, Congrees intended to prohibit all practices
in whatever form which create inequality,in
employment opportunity due to discrimination on
the basis or race, re4gion, sex, or national
origin,...and:ordained that.its policy of
outlawing such disCrimination should haVe the
uhighest priority.u(7.)

The Court has held that uone of the central purposes of

Title VII is 'to make persons whOle for injuries suifered on

account of unlawful empioyment discrimination.g.u(8.)

:For_this purpose, the.courts were given wide

discretion exercising-their eqUitable powers to ,fashipn the

most complete relief-pOasible'....11(9.) -TheCourt..nOted. that

the legislative :history of the. 1912-amendments to the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 indicates that °rightful place,' was the

intended objective of Title -VII and the relief.accorded-

thereunder.(10.) In this regatd, urighttul- place seniority,

implicating an employesfs fUture earningS,Job sepurit and

\
advancement prospects, is absOlutely essential to obta ning,
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this congressionally mandated goal. 11.). jEmphasis'in the

original)

The'Supre e Court also rei era ed its holding that

He ployee expectations arising from a seniority system may

be modified by statutes furthering,a strong public policy

interest. ( 2. ) /It observed ttat the issue of seniority

relief flouts to the very heart of Title VII0s:prima

objective of eradicating pkesent and future

discrimination.... (13.) Reaffirming that the courts have

"not merely-the power but the duty to render a decree which

will so far as possible eliminate the diScriminatory effects

of the past as well as bar like discrimination in the

future,(14.) the Supreme Court stated:

...[D]enial of seniority relief to identifiable
victims of racial discrimination on the sole
ground that such relief diminishes the
expectations of other, arguably innocent,
employees would if applied generally frustrate the
central umake-wholeu-objective of Title VII....-
If relief under Title VII can be denied merely
because the majority group ofemployees, Who have
not'suffered discrimination, will be unhappy about
it, there will be little hope of correcting the
wrongs to which the Act is directed."(15.)

The court observed that "adequate protection of Negro rights

under Title VII may necessitate...some adjustMent of the

rights of white employees."(16.) The Court therefore

regarded its decision in Franks as establishing that "a

sharing of :the burden of past discrimination is
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presumptively necessary" and "entirely consis ent with any

fair characterization of equity jurisdiction."(17.)

these significant holdings aside, the Supreme Court in

Franks was not presented with the questiOn whether

retroactive seniority it-to be awarded to a person.who w's

denied a job on the basis o_ race, ethnic origin, religion,

or sex before the .enactment of Title VII or to a person who

did not initially apply for a job because it Was well known

n the community that the employer did not. hire minority or

female workers. One question that remains therefore, is

what can 4nd should be done to "make whole .Ind put in their

"rightful place" those minority or female workers who might

fit into these categories.

Both of these groups should fall-within the 'affected

class" entitled to constructive seniority and other relief.

to be .suge, equitable relief will deppnd upon the particular

facts of each case. It should:not turn, however_ on when

the discrimination occurred.(113.) Discrimination is no less

harmful because it occurred in 1963 rather than in 1965.

Nor should the courts require that discriminatees previously

attempt to obtain employment in the trade in order to be

inciuded within the affected class. There is little

question that an employer's discriminatory reputation will

-discourage application.(19.)
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Excluding date of disc i ination and whether employment

was_applied for, two fair and .reasonable criteria can be

used for defining the Affected.class. First members,of the

class should be limited to incumbent employees who are old

enough to have been hired during the pre-Title VII

:period..(20.) Second, residence in the areas of employment,

should be required.(21.) Minority or female workers who

meet,these two Criteria, and are, therefore, broadly

qualified for an existing employment opportunity which Was

discriminatorily denied before or after 1964, should be

eligible for inclusion in the class of discrimination

victims who are entitled to full relief.

In any case, Franks has settled the gue tion whether

retroactive seniority may be granted victims of

disciimination since 1964. It has not yet, however,

resolved the question of whether seniority-based layoffs are

an employment practice that is discriminatory under Title

VII when minority or female workers are disproportionately

affected. Further, if discriminatory_ what is a fair

and logical remedy for this widespread employment practice?

That the practice of layoffs by senioritY is ufacially

neutral,11 as discussed earlier,in this report, is

irrelevant. What matters, in judging such practices under

Title VII, is their consequences or effects, rather than
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their intent (22.) if a ,business practice, such as

employment testing, results in a disproportionately higher

percentage of minority persons or women being excluded from

employment opportunities, Title VII violated unless the

practice.can be justified aa actually jobrelated,(234 as

require&by business necessity,(24.) and if no leas

discriminatory alternatives are available. This princip e

applies to any employment practice.that continues the

effects of past discrimination.

Layoffs by seniority "lock in" the effects of past

discrimination by continuing the advantage white males

gained in employment by not having to compete with women and

minorities. Since layoffs!by seniority perpetuate the white

male advantage in the labor market, the Commission believes

that a fair application of TitleVII law would require some

limitations to that Practice

Apart rom the irrelevant consideration of dntent and

of majority male workers' seniority expectations in

determining whether seniority-based layoffs may violate

Title VII, the only itumbling block to a finding that sucI

layoffs may be unlawful appears to be the legislative

history of Title VII, specifically Section 703(h),(25.)

which purportedly placd seniority systems beyond the

purview of Title VII. Some courts(26.) have relied upon
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certain portions of the Congressional Record(27.)

urrounding theladoption of Title VII in 1964 to support

'this conclusion.

The Supreme:Co_t in Franks did not directly affirm or

deny this interpretation, although it didru et as notedt

that nothing precludes the granting of retroactive seniority

along with other relief in cases involving hiring

discrimination. The Commission, however, does not find

persuasive the contention that seniority systems are

exempted from Title VII coveragei Given the clearly

discriminatory past present, and, no doubt, future effects

f the use a seniOrity for layoff purposes 'that specific

aspect of seniority systems must be modified or replaced in

some instances.

The reasons why he legislative h story does not appear

to offe a clear 4nd forthright exemptiOn-of seniority

systems-from 'coverage iof Tltls VII have been stated

convincingly and at length elsewhere.(2 The Commission

,will limit Atself here- td the following iDoints:

. I

First, section 703.(1) concerns only "bona fide!.

seniority-syst6is. As the Federal district:court in uarles

ruled, "congress did not intend to freeze an entire

generation of Negro employees into discriminatory patterns

that existed before the act. .and obviously one
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characteristic of fide seniority,system must be

lack of discrimination. (29.) If there has been past

discrimination; layoffs based on seniority must perpetuate

that discrimination by placing women and minorities at a

disadvantage in employment. Hence, such layoffs are not

operating as part of a bona fide seniority system and are

illegal.

Second, zome of the legislative history appears to be

moot. The histo y to which,aome courts have alluded, it

should be noted, was madeprior to the introduction Of

section 703,(h), aa it is now stated, and so should-have

little bearing since it pertains tO debate on an earlier

version of Title VII that was rejected in the Congress.(390'

,Furthermore, the dispUte addressed by.these materials .as to

what effect the Civil Rights Act of-1964 should have was

finally reconciled in a substitu e bill that, in'regard to

the-703(h) seniority amendments Ilimposed the requirement Of

'bona fide seniority and the Proviso for differences

resulting from an intention to discriminate.(31.),

Third, in reviewing the legislative tistory of-Title

VII, including thehistory othe 1972 aMendments to Title

VII', one can be left with no doubt about the strong desire

of Congress to enact broad and powerful public policy with(
-16

reSPect to ending employment discrimina ion, including the
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type of ostensibly neutral, systemic discrimination that

Griggs'outlawed and that seniority-based layoffs-

represent.(32.) Taken as a whole Title VII "represents, in

large part, a response.to-CongressiOnal concern'over the

depreSsed economic status of the Negro An American

sócietv "(33.) The Senate, as the Supreme Court noted in

Franks "manifested an explicit concern with the 'earnings

gap presently existing between-black. and wbite'employees in

American society- (34.) Another analysis suggests that

"Title VII was de-signed to be a powerful force in

alleviating minority unemployment."35. The clear intent of

Congress, therefore, was_to end those tradtioñai employment

practices that unfairly created and perpetuated the economic

gap dividing minorities and women from white American ,males.

It is therefore reasonable to conclude that "Congress

chose to leave the resolution of the prbblems posed by

seniority to the courts rather than codify in the Act the

concerns expressed in the Senate debates. 36.) The

commission agrees that:

In enacting' Title VIII. CongresS provided the
tools, at the Federal level, for the elimination .

of racial'discrimination in employment, but it
left to the Equal Employment Opportunity
'CommisSion and the courts the-determination of the
specific practices that constitute racial
discrimination. Congress made little .effort to
list or otherwise predetermine the specific
'conduct that wodld be illegal under theAct.
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Thus, courts must base many oftheir judgements on
the broad policies of the statute. Congress seems
to have contemplated the judicial development of a
"common law" of unfair employment practices. In
the absence of an unequivocal expression of
congressional intention to depart from this
policy, therefore, and particularly in the absence
of evidence that Congress itself evaluated the
discriminatory potential of seniority systems, the
courts should be reluctant to find that'seniority
issues have already beep settled
legislatively.(37.)

Watkins-(3B.) and 42a2x Central(39.)-Federal

_district courts considered the apportionment-of layoffs

among whites and blacks on the basis of the .proportion of

pach'group to the total (plant) work force. Watkins also

suggested the use of separate seniority lists in recall

policies,(40.) These decisions-were reversed on appeal by

-the fifth and third.circuit courts'respectively, and a

similar: plan Wa6 rejeCted by the Second-Circuit court in

Chance v. Board of'Examiners,(410 a case involving layoffs

of Puerto Rican and black 'school principals and 'supervisors-

in 14ewYork City.

The Commission fully endorses the layoff approach!,

proposed by the district courts in -Watkins, jersey Central,

and Chance as a fair and equitable temporary remedy for the

discrimination.inherent in the defendant's last hired, :irat

'fired policies.(42O But the Commission also believes that

another remedy applies, and that-this remedy, discusSed at
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length in the next section, is appropriate and desirable

legally as for other very important reasons.

5 0
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Notes to Section III

1. The first case challenging the validitY of a seniority
system in the context of layoffs concerned the layoff of
workers at the Continental Can Company in Harvey, La.
Watkins v. Steelworkers LoCal 2369, 369 F. Supp. 1221 (E.D.
La. 1974), rev'd, 516 F. 2d 41 (1975).

Until.1965, the only blacks who had been hired at the
company were two hired during World War II. The company
hirecLone black in 1966, some, An 1967 and 1968, and more
thereafter. Begininning in 1971, however, the company cut
back employment pursuant to a contract requiring layoffs to
be made on the basis of total employment seniority and
recalls accomplished in the reverse order, i.e., senior
employees recalled arst. The layoffs reached back to
employees who were hired as early as 1951. As a result, all
of the blacks but the two hired during the war were laid
off, and the first 138 persons on the recall list were
white. Id. at 1223-24.

The court noted that the prior exclusion of blacks from
the work force prevented them from acquiring sufficient
seniority to avoid fayoff. Applying the principle that
present neutral practices which perpetuate the effects of
past discrimination are prohibited, the court ruled that the
use of seniority to allocate layoffs violated Title VII. Id.
at 1226.

Other cases which allude to the Watkins rationale are:
Delay v. Carling Brewing Co. 10 FEP Cases 164 (N.D. Ga.
1974) appeal docketed No. 76-3221, 5th Cir., Aug. 13,:1976,;
Cox v. Allied Chemical Corp., 382 F. supp. 309 (M.D. La.
1974); Cf. Loy v. City of Cleveland, 8 FEP Cases 617 (N.D.
Ohio 1974); But See Bales v. General Motors Corp. 9 PEP
Cases 234 (N7b7 Eilif. 1979; Jersey Central Power and Light
coi: v. IBEW Lochl 327, 508 F.2d 687 (3rd Cir. 1975), cert.
gEanI2A tag vacated and remanded, sub nom EEOC v. Jersey
Central Power and Light Co., 96 S. Ct. -21-96 and cert. denied
sub nom Jersey Central Power and Light Co. v. EEOC, 96 S.
Ct. E5-5; Acha v. Beame, 531 F. 2d 648 (2nd Cir. 1976) ;
Chance v. Board of EXaminers, 534 F.2d 993 (2nd Cir. 1976),
affld in pt. and modified in pt. on rehearing, 534 F.2d 1007
(2nd Cir. 1976). see also Dawkins v. Nabisco, Inc., 7 FEP
Cases 535 (1973); Water v. Wisconsin Steel of International
Harvester Co., 502 F.2d 1309 (1974) cert. denied, 96 S. Ct.
2214 (May 24, 1976) .

cases dealing with seniority in contexts other than
layo fs include Quarles V. Philip Morris, Inc., 279 F. supp.
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505 (E.D. Va. 1968) (promotions) ; Local 189, United
Paoezmakers and Paperworkers v. United States, 416 F. 2d 9 0

(5th Cir. 1969), cert, deniee.4 397 U.S. 919 (1970)
(r.asunement of seniority: "plant" v. "job" seniority);

Rtbinsun v. Lorillard Corp., 444 F. 2d 791 (4th Cir. 1971)
(denartmental seniority); and Franks v. Bowman, 44 U.S.L.W.

fMar. 24, 1976) (retroactive seniority). See Bureau of

Lonr1 Affairs, Laying Off Employees Pursuant to a
_ioritk. System, Feb. 21, 1975, for a summary of many of

t:se caset...\A- recent law review analysis of these cases is

E.iind in Summers and Love, Work Sharing as an Alternative to

lanffs ,237 Seniority: Title VII Remedies in Recession, 124

L- Rev. .893 (1976).

As the Court noted, "The underlying legal wrong (here)

- ?let the alleged operation of a racially discriminatory
'crity system but Of a racially discriminatory hiring

svs- _ Petitioners do not ask modification or elimination

of ,, existing seniority system, but only an award of the
seniaL,'y status they would have individually enjoyed under

the pres-nt system but for the illegal discriminatory
refusal to hire." Franks, 96 S. Ct. at 1261.

3. Title VII states that "It shall be an unlawful
employment practice for an employer: (1) to fail or refuse

to hire or to discharge any individual with respect to his
compensation, terms, conditions, Or privileges of
employment, because of such individual's race, color,
religion, sex or national origin; or (2) to limit,
segregate, or classify his employees or applidants for
employment in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive

any;individual of.employment opportunities or otherwise
adversely affect his or her status as an employee, because

of such individual's race,color, religion, sex, or national

origin." 42 U.S.C..52000e-2(a) (1964).

4. Franks, 96 S.Ct. at 1263-65 In a class action, black
applicants who had applied for and were denied ol./er-the-road

(OTR) truck driver positions prior to January 1,-1972,

sought back pay and seniority status retroactive to the date

of individual application.for an OTR position. The district

court refused unnamed members of the class action either

form of relief, and the court of appeals, while ordering the

award of back pay, upheld the district court's refusal to
order seniority relief. Id. at 1251-52.
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5. See Blumrosen and Blumrosen, The Duty to Plan for Fair
Employment Revisited: Work Sharing in Hard TimaL 28
Rutgers L. Rev. 1082 (1975), which argues that layoffs which
adversely affect recently hired minorities and women are
prohibited by Title VII. Id. at 1091-1092.

6. The Court _also did not address the question of whether
a court could award retroactive seniority status to
plaintiffs who had sUffered'illegal employment
discrimination prior to the effective date of the 1964 Civil
Aights Act, In Franks, only upost-Act viCtims of racial
discriminationif were members of the clasa bringing suit
against Bowman Transportation Company. 96 s.Ct. at:1261 and
n. 10.

7. Id. at 4363.

8. Id. at 1264 citing Albemarle Paper Co. Ir. Moody, 422
Tib, 418 (1975)..

9. Id. at 1264, citing Section by Section Analysis of H.R.
1746, 2E22mmyin2 the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of
1972, Conference Report, 118 Cong. Rec. 7166, 7168 (1972).

10. Id. at 1264 n. 21, citing S. Rep. no. 415, 92d Cong.
1st Sess., 6 (1971) and H.R. Rep. no. 238, 92d Cong., 1st
Sess., 4 (1971).

11. Id. at 1264 n.21. While plaintiffs in Frank0- ere
black, Title VII clearly covers other minorities-and women
aS

12. Id. at 1271, citing Tilton v. Missouri Pacific Railroad
Co., U.S. 169 (1964); Fi-shgold v. Sullivan Drydock and
Repair Corp., 328 U.S. 275 (1946). '

13. Id.. at 1266 n. 28AEmphasis added).

14.. Id. at 1267,' quoting Albemarle, 422 U.S. at 418.

15. Id. at 1269, quoting United States v. Bethlehem Steel
Corp;, 446 F. 2d 652, 663 (2d Ciri 1971),

16. Id. at 1269 n. 35, quoting Volger v. McCarthy, Inc.,
451 F.2d 1236, 1238-1239 (5th Cir. 197 ).

17. ,Id. at 1270. 5 3
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18. See Quarles v. Philip Morris, Inc., 279 F. Supp. 505
(1968), in which the court held that a racially

'discriminatory departmental seniority system established
before the effective date of the 1964 Civil Rights Act wad

,not a bona fide seniority system under §703(h) of the act.

Id. at 517, 518. '

19. Numerous cases have recognized that the fact of ,

application is irrelevant in determining the membership of
the class to be remedied. See Note; Last Hired, First Fired

Layoffs and Title VII, 88 Harv. L. Rev,. 1544, 1557 11975);

Bing v. Roadway Express, Inc., 485 F. 28 441, 451 (5th Cir.
1973); United States v. Sheet Metal Workers Local'36, 416 7.
2d 123, 131-132, 133 (8th Cir. 1969) . In Acha v. Beame, 551

F. 2d 648; 656 (1976), the second circuit suggested that
plaintiffs either have applied for employment, have written

a letter complaining about the hiring policy early during
-the'period of discrimination, or offered some other proof
that they:were deterred, against their expressed desire to

work for the employer, by the discriminatory practice

barring females. The-Commission believes this burden of
proof placed upon the plaintiffs violates the spirit of
Title VII and is contrary to the Supreme Court's burden of

proof allocation principles enunciated in Franks, 96 S. Ct.

at 1268 and n. 32.

20. See Note,-supra note 19, at 1558.

21. Id-.

22. Griggs v. Duke Power, 401 U.S. 424, 432 (197 ). The

Supreme Court stated that "good intent or absence of
discriminatory intent does not redeem employment
procedures...that operate as 'built-in headwinds' for

minority groups...."This was consistent with the lower
court decision in Quarles which stated that-"Present
discrimination may)pe found in contractual providions that
appear fair, upon their face, but which operate unfairly
because (3. he fiistorical discrimination that undergirds-
them." Quarles, 279 F. Supp. at 518.

23. Griggs, 401 U.S. at 436. In Griggf, he Court
prohibited-the use of general intelligeice tests in hiring
because they were not not job related 'and "demonstrably a
reasonable measure. of job performance." Id. The court
further stated that "any tests used must measure the person
for the job and not the person in the abstract.",.Id.
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24., In Robinson v. Lorillard, 444 F.2d 791, 798 n. 7 (4th
Cir. 1971), the Court observed that:

The test is whether there exists an
overriding legitimate buSiness purpose such
that the practice is necessary to the safe
efficient- operation of the business. Thus,
the business purpose must be sufficiently
compelling to override any racial impadt; the
challenged practice Must-effectively carry
out the business purpose it is alleged to
servel and there must be available no
acceptable alternative Folicies:or ractices
WhiCh Would-better Accomplish the businesS
purposes advaRced, or accomplieh it equally
well with A lesser differential racial
impact....- it should go.without saying that
a piactice isllardly.neCessary if an
alternative practice better effectuates-the
intended .purpose or is equally effective, but
is less discriminatory. (Emphasis added).

25. See 42 U.S. §2000e-2(h) (1970), This proviSion, in
pertinent part, reads-as follows:

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this
Subchapter, it shall not be an'unlAwful
employment practice for an employer to apply
different standards of compensation, or
different terms, conditions,- or privileges of
employment pursuant to a bona fide seniority

system...provided that such differences
are not:the result of an intention to
discriminate because of race, -color,
religion, sex or national origin.

26. Waters, 502 F. 2d at 1318-1319: Jersey Central, 508 F.
2d at 707-710.

27. The Congressional-Record contains,a Justice Department
memorandum [110 Cong. Rec. 7207 (1964)],(remarks of Senator

.:Joseph Clark), a:brief question and answer session-between
senatore Clark and Everett Dirksen [110 Cong. -Rec. 7217
(1964)],other memoranda submitted by Senator Edward Long,
[110 Cong. Rec. .6996-6999 (1964)1 and jointly by Senators
claik and cliffdrd case' [110 Cong. Rec. 7212 and 7215
(1964)], and other comments by Senators Hubert Humphrey pia
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Cong. Rec. 6549 (1964)] and Thomas Kuchel [110 Cong. Rec.
-6564 (1964) ), which indicated that seniority rights would
not -be affected by Title VII.

28. See Cooper and Sobol at 1611-1614; Comment, Last Biredf.
First Fired Seniority,. Layoffs and Title VII: Questions of
Liability and Remedy, 11 Colum. J. L. and Soc. Prob. 343,
369-371 (1975); Meidows v. Ford Motor Co., 9 EPb 9907 (6th
Cir. 1975) ; Watkins v. Steelworkers Local 2369, 369 F. Supp.
1221, 1227-29 (E.D. La. 1914) revid 369 F. Supp. 1221. (E.D.
la. 1974); Jersey Central Power and Light Co. v.' TRW Local'
327, 508 F. 2d 687, 7-12 (3rd Cir. 1975) (Concurring
.opinion), .,See. also Schaefer v. Tannian, 9 gP13.. 10 142 at
7648 (E.D. Mioh. 1975).

29. Quarles, 279 F. Supp. at 16-517. See Rowe v. General
Motors Corp., 457 F.2d 348, 358 (5tb Cir77972); United'
States v. Bethlehem Steel Corp., 446 F.2d 652, 659 (1971);
Allen_v. City of Mobile, 331 F. supp. 114, 1148 (S.D. Ala.
1971)-, affl_d per curiam 446 F.2d 122 (5th Cir. 1972) ; and
Local 189, 416 F.2d at 988.

30. The above materials were introduced Apr. 8, 1964. What
is now 703(h) of the act was first introduced on May 26,
1964. It was on this basis that Judge Cassibry in Watkins
decided that the statements of Clark and the Justice
Department were not interpretations of Section 703(h).
Watkins, 369 F. Sup:). at 1228 n. 5; Comment, supra note 28
at 369.

31. These statements had not appeared in the Clark
sta ement. Comment, s'..lora note 28, at 370 n. 133.

32. "Employment discrimination as viewed today is
a...complex and pervasive phenomenon. Experts familiar with
the subject now generally describe the problem in terms of
'systems° and 'effects' rather than simply intentional
wrongs." S. Report No. 415, 92d Cong., 1st Sess., 5 (1971).
See also H. R. No. 238, 92d Cong., 1st Sess., 8 (1971).

33. Note, Title VII, aDliaLkt/ Discrimination and the
Incumbent E2212L 80 Berl/. L. R. 1260, 1262, (1967).

34. Franks, 96 S. Ct. at 1264 n. 21, glyi,t1pa S. Rep. No.
415, 92d Cong., 1st Sess., 6 (1971).

35. See Cooper and Sobol at 1676.
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36. Note, supra -note 19, at 1550. 9is analysis concluded
that "[Iln situations where courts have found that strict
adherence to the legislative history of Title VII would
thwart the goal of nondiscrimination, the legislative
history has been disregarded." id. at 1551.,

37. Cooper and Sobol at 1614 It is arguable that
regardless of the 2anguage of Title VII §703(h), a means to
redress the often discriminatory effects of such policies
can be found independently in 0981 of the Civil Rights Act
of 1866, 42 U.S.C. 0981 (1974). Under this section, the
complainant need only shOw that discrimination is the result
of the employer's actions. Having to prove the element of
intent, as under 003(h), is unnecessary under 0981. A
thorough analysis of how 0981 may work as a remedy for
employment discrimination is found in Larson, The
Development of Section 1981 as a Remedy for Racial
Discrimination in Private Employment, 7 Harv. Civ. Rights
Civ. Lib. L. Rev. at 90-95.

38. Watkins, 369 F. Supp. at 1232-1233.

39. 8 BNA FEP Cases 959, 960-961 (D. N.J. 1974)
(Supplemental memorandum)

40. Watkins, 369.F. Supp. at 1232.

41. Chance v. Board of Examiners, supra, note 1.

42. The district court in Loy v. City of Cleveland, euprq,
,note 1, while dismissing the action for mootness, did note
that should the city ever proceed with its-proposed layoff
plan and' complainants' cause of action accrue, it would
consider the Watkins approach.
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IV. Avoiding or Minimizing Layoffs

The controversy over seniority obscures te basic fact

that employee layoffs themselves, regardless of the

mechanism by which they are implemented, may be fore-stalled

or mini -ized by various means. Some of, these apProaches are

in,Western Europe,(1.) where na range of efforts

are applied both in periods of severe recession as well as

in more normal economic cirmumstances to achieve low levels

of unemployment....n(2.)

In the United States, some collective bargaining

agreements provide that prior efforts must be made to

preserve the employment of those who would otherwise be laid

off or terminated. The 1975 Bureau of National Affairs

survey of major collective bargaining agreements found th-

20 percent of the agreements--24 percent of manufacturing

contracts and 12 percent of nonmanufacturing contracts--

provide for worksharingn (spreading the available work or

hours of work)(3.) and restrictions on work schedules, on

subcontracting, and on new hires. Some agreements also

protected regular empl yees by initially restricting layoffs

--to probationary, temporary, part-time, or other specific

worker categories.
L, 8
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The: _ost common wo_ sharing practice is reduction in

hours.(4.) A limitation frequently exists on the durati_on

of this ProcedUre, for example, 4 weeks in any 1,year.

Other worksharing provisions provide for the rotation of

shiort, specific periods of layoffs among employees, rather

than having all emplOyees working reduced schedules at the

same time. Still other worksharing provisions require equal

division, not of time, but of the available work.(5.)

Restrictions on oVertime and subcontracting to be

applied specifically during sl w or layoff periods,are also

present in some agreements.(6.) Further, more than one-

third of the agreements limit hiring of new employees

slack periods to workers with special skills. Almost one-

third of agreements also place indirect limits on hiring by

'requiring that employees scheduled for layoff be placed in

or .00nsidered f-r any existing vaca cies. It is likely that

this is the- practice under manyother agreementsalthoug-

,not specifically required by the contract.(7.).

TroVisions were rare requiring labor force reduction

through attrition, not- replacing -those emploYees who.resign

or retirethe nor al practice in -the Federal_Government and

common in railroad industry agreements Fewer than 1

percent of all agreements in 1971 contained such

provisions.(8.
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Employers, unions, and emcloyee grouçs are increasingly

co :idering these devices and othe: efforts to keep people

working.(9.) Worksharing agreements implemented during the

recent recession have, in fact, helped to reduce laYoffs in

some cases. In the private sector, a major example of

w0Yksharing experiments involves the Amalgamated Clothing

Workers of America, where some units in the West have

-divided-work Lo avoid layoffs.(10.) --Employees of.the

Washington Star News and Buffalo Courier Journal accepted a

temporarily reduced wo k _eek in order to avoid

layoffs.(11.) A Teamsters Union lOcal in Chicago voted to

limit its hours of work to 50 per week. Nany members were

working 60 or more hours but 1,000 of the 15,000 union

workers were unemployed.( 2.) The New York Telephone

Company and its union agr ed to a 4-day week for- 4 days' pay

rather than have 400 operators lose their jobs.(13.)

Other unions and employers lousing or proposing

'varieties of layoff alternatives during the recent recessiOn

were the Rochester, New York, Building Trades Council; the'

communications Workers; Burlington Industries; Silverdup

Bakeries; the American Paper Institute; Bewlet -Packard; and

Pan American Airways.(14

New York City's human rights commission proposed layoff

guidelines for both private employers(150 and city
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agencies(16.) to minimize layoffs of minorities and women.

The commission urged employers to plan in advanCefor

reductions in labor cost by layoffs as only one possible

method of trimming. The layoff option would be weighed

against potential EEO liability _f 'tresulted in adverse

mpact upon p otected employees.(17.) Shorter Work weeks

and payless holidays were among the alternatives to layoffs

cited by.the commission.

In another example of-layoff alternatives in the.public

sector, a-public clash between black.and white police

-officers in Detroit over proposed layoffs of 825 officers,

including black and female officers hired since 1974, ended

with a plan involving payless workdays. Despite an

initially negative reaction from-white officers, that plan

"has certainly worked out for us," a police department

spokesman reported,-and "the city is saving money."(18.)

A task force appointed by the Governor ofNew York has

considered subsidizing workers who accept a.4-day week by

supplementing their wages.with unemployment insurance

benefits for thefifth day.(19.) :For example, any worker,

whether public or private, Who regularly earns $150 a week

would get 4 days. pay of $120 under :uch a: plan, plus an

unemployment insurance benefit--half his or her regular pay

rate---f $15.
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Since the unemployment benefit is tax-exempt, the

worker would pay lower Federal, State, and city taxes, for a

Savings of $4 or $5 per w ek. Additional savings would

result from a reduction in work-related expenses Such as

transportation and food. The Governor's task force

estimated that the average worker's week would thus have a
fi

value of at least 141-.-and,the wci-ker would have an extra

day off.

The proposal would avert layofft-that- uflderusual

seniority rules disproportionately affect younger persons,

minorities, and women and enable employers to hold their

regular forbes instead of having to recruit new employees

when their-business improved. (20.) Luring 1974-75 the

introduction- or i provement of such compensation for par ial

unemployment permitted a fairly widespread resort to pa_

time work in-several industrial nations as a means of

spread ng a reduced volume -of employment among the work

force.(21.)

Several recent studies have evaluated this type of

layoff alernative in detail and found it bOth highly

.desirable and feasible for use in the Qnited-'States.(22.),

One commentator suggested that worksharing might be just

the thing" to provide a fair and effective solution to the

last hired, first fired problem.(23.) In addition to the,
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proposed use of unemployment insurance to co pensate those

who work a reduced work week, another-suggested incentive
1

for worksharing efforts is tax relief for employers, who

maintain full benefits for workers who work less than full

time under a worksharing plan.(24.) It has also been

sugg sted that the U.S. Department of Labor provide

worksharing information and technical-services to employers_

and labor representatives in the face of impending

layoffs,(25.)-

It must be emphasized tha ksharing and other

alternatives to layoffs are by no means permanent cure-alls

for the problem of layoffs. As one study observed, nWhere

business conditions .require a drastic cut in work force

size- n and in an industry suffering long-term and apparently

irreversible decline, the use of alternatives serve

only to minimize or delay the impact of layOffs.0(26.).

Nonetheless, as a 1975 conference in New .York.revealed,

some form of worksharing is particularly well-suited for

.pieceworkers, hourly workers, salaried employees,_and in

-manufactur service industries, and nonprofit settings

such a- univ,ersities and public employment.(27.) These

include the industries and occupations ermloying relatively

large numbers of minorities and women.

6 3
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n addition to helping protect affirmative action

gains there is s- e evidence that worksharing arrangements

help to .L prove employee morale and productivity among the

entire work force, -tate as well as nonwhit- male and

female.(28.) The New York conference concluded generally

that worksharing:

...can diminish the number of jobholders whose
work-lives are disrupt d and who become dependent
on public support...(and) decrease antisocial
behavior that always rises with
-unemployment...providing continuity of-work
experience for the greater number, especially for
those who would bear the brunt of layoffs, can
more than offset any temporary hardship.
Worksharing can heighten the attachment to a j b,
to the union, or to'an employer among those
segments of the labor market (including)...the
younger workers, members of minority groups, and
women. Frequent and involuntary periods of
unemployment, coupled with the necessity for job
changing, is damaging to career orientation and to
job satisfaction. Worksharing, if it reduces the
impact of unemployment oh these groups, could have
longer range benefits to the work ethic,
productivity, and the competitive position of the
American economy.(29.
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V. Conclusion

Despite the Employment Act of 1964, the Civil Rights

.Act of 1964, and new:Federal job.training'and-affirmative

action programs established duriiig the past 15 years,sequal

'employment opportunity remains unrealized for many of the

Nation'S minority members and for -omen. One (Df the most

serious obstacles to achieving this goal is the high rate of

unemployment aMong minorities and women. Securing a job is

just the first hurdle for many of these citizens--the

ability to-hold a 3 b and develop tenure is equally

critical. Even in good times unemployment rates in the

occupations they tend to holelare high. Cyclical piring and

layoffs, usually based on seniority, per-etuate
.

unemployment.

The recent recession has had a critical Impact on,

1m norities and -omen. Many had-only recently obt in d Ale

first promising jobs. Increasing numbers had begun to

penetrate employment areas of great importance in our

society, such as State and local government. Because they

have not h d ti_e to acquire adequate seniori_y, however,

minority members and women have been affected

disproportionately by the personnel cutbacks occasioned by
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this recession, and much of their limited progress has

thereby been obliterated. In light of dismal predictions of

slow economic recOvery and continuing high-unemployment,

this recession threatens.to lock these groups,into place as

a permanent, expendable economic and social underclass.

Such an appalling prospect would stand as a clear and

direct repudiation of efforts by all branches of government

at Federal, State, and local levels to ensure equal

emPloyment opportunity for minorities and women for the

firSt time-in the history of this Nation. The continuing

implementation of layoffs by seniority inevitably means the

gutting of affirmative action efforts in employment and the

scrapping of the guarantees explicit in Title VII of the

Civil Rights A t.

Layoffs by seniority and the_problems they pose for

affirmative action under Title VII are therefore a critical

issue facing this society. The Commission disagrees with

the reasoning that would allow rigid adherence to the policy

of layoffs by seniority or to any employment practice, no

matter how venerable or purportedly neutral in intent it May

be, when such a policy has a disparate effect on minorities

or women and freezes past discrimination. Such a policy

,must not be allowed to stand in the way of the entire thrust

of this Nation's efforts 'to improve equal employment
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opportunity for all Americans, regardless of race,

ethnicity, or sex.

The question of an equitable remedy in a conflict that,

as in Detroit, may publicly and violently pit worker against

worker for scarce jobs is complex and difficult. For the

short term, at least, much wider resort to layoff

'alternatives of the type discussed in this report is, in the

Commission's view, both feasible and urgent.

Some major collective bargaining agreements will expire

in 1977, and it is certainly to be hoped that both labor and

management will renegotiate these cohtracts to proVide

alternatives to layoffs solely by senio 'ty and the
a

opportunity for all employdes to choose their preference

among these alternatives should a.layaff situation

arise.(1.) To encourage modification of layoff Clauses

along such lines, there must be incentives. Revision. of

State unemployment insurance lays to provide tax-free'

,compensation for employees choosing to work a reduced work

week would provide one essential incentive. (2 ) Federal

legislation should impose this requirement as a minimum

standard for an approved state unemployment system.(3.)

While such voluntary measures are desirable, they are

unfortunately, unlikely to suffice. The conflicting views

as to the importance of the stipula ions of union contracts
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and the nondiscrimination obligations of employers may now

well have become so intense as to render,this kind of _ocal

compromise and nego dated worksharing improbable.(4.)

The Commission therefore believes that the "last hired,

first fired" conflict mandates explicit Federal guidelines

by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in accordance

with its authority and responsibility,under Title Vii.(5.)

-These guidelines shovld be based on the principle,

explicitly stated, that all seniorityrbased layoff policies

_should bp invalid as they apply,to any work force -that does

not mir-or the re evant labcir market and the composition of

which cannot be explained succesSfUlly by the employer.

Accordingly, they should stipulate that where an employer is

compelled to reduce production costs, this must be done by

...peanS7Which do not adversely impact on minorities or women.

Reduction of, hours, early retirement, rotation of layoffs,

cuts'in costs other than wages and cther.technigues,

discussed earlier in this report should be designated as

practices which may be applied in this regard.

If an employer can demonstrate that these layoff

alternatives will not adequately reduce costs for reasons

deriving from the produ tive process, a means to lay off

worker- must be implemented that will not disp oportiona edy

affect minorities and women. One such means would be,
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inverse seniority,(6.) or permitting the most senior perso

to accept a temporary layoff instead of the most junior

worker. The seniOr employee'would receive compensation

while, onlayoff and would claim the Wright to return to the

previous job. This system would allow retention of more

people in the junior ranks-, where min rities and women are

likely to be clustered.

Separate seniority liSts for.layoff purposes--one for

minorities, one for women, and one for nonminority males -

should be designated as another possible technique.(7.) No

employee would be placed on more than one list; minority

wOmen, for example, would be placed on either the minority

or female list, whichever had the fewest employees. Layof s

would proceed in reverse order of seniority by the

percentages in the employer's work force existing at the

time layoffs beg n. Under this plan, if the employer's Work

force was 10 percfmt women, 10 percent minorities, and 80

percent nonminority Males, the first 10 employees laid off

would be the 8 nonminbrity males with the least seniority

and one each of he women and minority males with the least

seniority.(8.)

EE0c guidelines should also make clear the affirmative

action requirements of recall policies. As noted; factors

other han seniority are often uded in layoff- Although
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seniority-re ains the dominant method. There is. no reason

why nonseniority factors cannot also be used inrecalls- nor

there any reason why the same .basic principle involved:in

guideline* on layoffs should-not guide_recall policies as

well. An employer's equal employment obligation does not

beeome4inoperative during recalls, to resume only if and

when new hiring commences. Rather, an employer's recall

policy must be designed to restore proportional minority and

female employment or to create such representation if it did

not exist previously, unle'ss it can be successfully

explained why-such representation cannot .Ae obtained.

Eimilar layoff and recall guidelines should.also be

.

issued immediately by the.Office of Federal Contract.

Campliance Programs (OFCCP), consistent:With Executive Order

11246.(90,- As we have noted, apart from the unSettled

isSue concerning the legislative history -of Title ViI, there

appears to be little doubt about the widesOread -disparate

and ekcIusionary effects of senio. ty-based layoffS on

mino_ :ies and women. As that legal controversy has no

Hpearing on the substance.and.thrust of Executive Order No.

11246-( O.) OFCCP guidelines should be prepared for release

as a matter of the highest priority.

In light of, the affirmative ruling of Franks concerning

constructive Seniority, both EEOC and OFCCP need to,provide
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directions fdr employers -ith respect to their potential

liability for class relief. Guidelines should be issued

putting employers .
on notice that constructive seniority, .4s .

well as financial relief, may' be owed to victims of

discrimination. These guidelines should also -set.forth the:

age and residency requirements that form the criteria for
A

determining who may be included in the class of workers'

eligible 'for that relief.(11.)

The nub of the conflict over seniority, as far as

layoffs are concerned, is, in the Commission's view, not

determining liability or legality where such layoffs clearly

perpetuate -ast discrimination, but rather the probleM Of a

-remedy.(12 ) The key tests, to be applied: ift7determining

Title Nal remedies are practicability, feasibility, and

flexibility. As the Supreme Court observed in Franks,,- mIn

equity, as nowhere else, courts eschew rigid absolutes and

look to the practical,realities and necessities inescapably

involved in reconciling competing interests.fl(13. ) In

remedying the discrimination- inherent in layoffs-by

seniority, tr(e Commission believes' that nc,legal restraints

tie the hands of the courts, and that .where some lower

courts have, ordered modifi ation of the layoff by seniority

practice, they have done so consistent with the spirit and
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the let e_ of the law, as elaborated in Title VII and

Griggs.

These recommendecIsteps, consisten. with the dis rict

court's approach Wat'ins and the Supreme court's

decis ons in Griggs and.Franks, -would do much to eliminate

'Seniority-based layoff problems for minority and female

workers and thereby make meaningful the full-thrust of Title

VII. They will not, .it should be clear, mean the

destruction of the seniority system as7it determines-so many

job rules other than layoff and recall.

Another point is in order. Much of the focus on

seniority alone during the current controversy over layoffs

to a very real extent begS a larger question. That larger

-questiavconcerns layoffsper seregardless of the means by

which they are implementech: .That layoffs are so integral

and frequent a part of our economic life is a fact whi h, in

the Commission's View,this 'Ration has tolerated too long.

Layoffs are not mandated by the workings-of an

inscrutable fate. Layoffs often result from manmade

policies--official macroeconomic Government policies

designed to force up unemployment rates as a traditional

means to ucoolu the ecOnomy and reduce inflation.(14.)

Because la offs are often viewed as a. regrettable but

natural and necessary response to the fluctuations of the
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business cycle, many older white male breadwinners, as well

as minority and female workers, are relegated to the

unemployment lines, and younger workers are denied the

opportunity to plan careers and futures. Steps have been

taken to cushion the impact of layoffs but layoffs

nonetheless are engineered as a part of national fiscal and

monetary policies.

The Commission believes-that deliberate plans that lead

to the disturbing spectacle of minority and female workers

fighting white male workers for scarce jobs are not tenable

in light of the repeated commitments of Congress and the

courts to nondiscrimination and full employment. There is

simply no equity -t all for millions of AmeriCans cif all

racial, ethnic, and sexual groups who are laid off work when

such commitments have been Made and whemlayoff alternatives.

are available.

The crippling of civil rights efforts is not the only

detrimental result of national economic policy in this

regard. Such a policy conflidts with the broad public

interest in other ways. :For example, job training effor

may be undermined by layoffs. (15.) Layoffs aleo mean

increased public costs for unemployment compensation systems

and increases in welfare payments.(16.) Our society

discourages reliance upon the welfare udole.," although
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government policy often forces Americans to turn to it or to

, the unemployment udole.n Layoffs thus generate an

incaloulable-soCial cost in terms of money as well 'as-

frUstration and alienation.

Worksharing an,other layoff alternatives represent

only-one response to the manifold problems of layoffs.-

These practices can clearly keep people working and thereby

help overcome the civil rights Qoblems connected with

layoffs and also reduce the host of other fundamental and

A
longstanding economic and social problems touched upon in

-this report.

The 1974-75 recession and past recessions and the

continuing wide gaps in income and unemployment (17.) in he

United States continue to mock the most well-intentioned

equal employment efforts.. The commission, therefore, urges

endorosment by both the President and the Congress of the

goal of full employment and an integrated work force'. The

economic experience of recent years demonstrates the need
J

for a new full employment policy that will achieve the goal

of maximum job opportunities for all those willing and able

to work.(1 A commitment to minimum unemployment must be

the major priority of economic policy. Far more substantial

and carefully designed programs Of manpower training and

public service employment,(19.) as well as worksharing,
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should be created in support of this goal. Inflation must

bp'fought in other ways than by deliberately Created or

tolerated unemployment.

the 14st analysis, what at first seems to be a legal

isSue involving the civilrights of minority:and'female

workers, upon closer:reflection, turns out tO be a vital

matter affecting the human rights of all Americans. Layoffs.

arernot solely a question of economice but Of economic
1

justice. American oitizens--human beings--lhave become lost

in economic abstractions and statiStics. fin.adult's self-

image depends to a considerable extent on ir her work

activity. A person finds, self-expre sion.in work, whereas

unemployment provokes doubt about an individual's place in

,society. The psychological pressUre indiced by such a
. I

feeling, even on the unemployed personIslchildren, can be

devastating. Just as a child may suffer/ a lost Of self

esteeM from the knowledge that he or she is being consigned

to a segregated, inferior school, so th, job loser may carry

jan intangible stigma7-in the eyes of himself or hersel

family, or friends--a sen e of worthlessness and

helplessness which, no unemployment check can allay.

It is time to recognize the right to a job as a moral'.

claim, as precondition for avoiding an intolerable social

degradation of millions of Americans and an outrage against

9
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human dignity. official and concrete reccgnition of this

right by both the President and the Congress is an essential'

first step toward shaping economic and emFloyment. policies

that meet the requirements of laW and the le4itimate

interest& of workers--whatever their race, ethnicity, and

sex--as well as the broad interests of our society as a

whole.
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Table 1. Tota

and

T7orce Participation Rates, By Age, Sex and Race

July 1976

M&N

Total, 16 years and over

16 and 17 years
18 and 19 years
20 to 24 years
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years
55 to 64 years
65 yPars and over

Total, 16 years and over

16 and 17 years
18 and 19 years
20 to 24 yPars
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years.

'45 to 54 years
55 to 64 years
65 years and over

Black and
Other Racs White

74.9 81.4

574 70.7

65.2 . 88.8
84.3 92.8
91.7 96.3
91.5 95.9
83.7 92.7

61.9 75.4
21.6 19.9

51.9 47.4

43.5 56.3
50.6 72.9

63.4 68.4
64.9 54.4
60.8 54.5
57.1 53.5
40.7 40.1
9.6 7.7

Note: The labor force participation rate is the proport
population that is Ln the labor force.

Source: U.S. De-artment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, .-j_.)o-71rient and Earnin g!,
August, 1976, Vol 23 No. 2, pp 21-22, Table A-3.

-f the total noninstitutional
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Table 2

RELATIVE OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF WHITES AND NONWEI
1950, * 1958, 1970, 1972, 1973

(annual averages)

Occupation and race 1950 1958 1970 1972 1973

Nonwhite';
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Protessonal,
technical 3.4 4.1 9.1 9.5 9.9

Managers, officials 2.0 2.4 3.5 3.7 4.1

Clerical and kindred
work 3.5 -6.1 13.2 14.4 14.9

Sales 1.3 1.2 2.1 2.2 2.3

Craft workers and
blue-collar worker
supervisors 5.2 5.9 8.2 8.7 8.9

Operatiyes 18.6 20.1 23.7 21.3 22.2

Nonfarn laborers 15.7 14.7 10.3 9.9 9.7

Private household 14.6 15.4 7.7 6.8 5.7

Service, exoept
private household 15.1 17.1 18.3 20.5 19.6

Farmers, farm managers 9.3 3.7 1.0 0.6 0.7

Farmworkers and farm-
worker supervisors 9.7 8.8 2.9 2.4 2.1

Whites
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Professiona
technical 9.3 11.8 14.8 14.6 14.4

Managers, officials 9.7 11.7 11.4 10.6 11.0

Cle/ical and kindrcd
work 13.2 15.4 18.0 17.8 17.5

sales 7.6 6.9 6.7 7.1 6.;9

Craft workers and
blue-collar worker
supervisor's 14.8 14.3 13.5 13.8 13.9

Operatives 20.0 17.9 17.0 16.0 16.3

Nonfarm laborers 5.0 4.5 4.1 4.6 4.6

Private household 1.2 1.7, 1.3 1.2 1.1

Service, except
private household 6.8 7.7 9.4 10.6 10.6

Farmers, farm managers -7.5 5.0 2.4 2.2 2.1

Farmworkers farm-
worker sup, _,Ors 3.7 3.0 1.6 1.6 1.6

Occupations not reported in 1950 %ere 1.3 percent for

whites and 1.5 perCent for nonwhites. Cate for 19s0 include

persons 14 years old and over; data beginning with 1958
refer tO persons 16 years old and over. Cata for 1950 are

based upon occupational informatiOn for 1 month of each

cOrarter and are not exactly comparable to data for 1958

forward.

Source: Computed from data in U.S., Executive Office of the

Sident, Office of Management and Budget, Social
Lndicators_ 1973 table 4/14; U.S., Department of Commerce;
Bureau of-the Census, 195.0 Census of populaion, vol. II,

Part 1; U S , Department of Labor, Manpower Rport Of the

president, 1913 and Manpower RepOrt of the, PreOideritL 1974.



TA.BLE 2A

RELATIVE OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF SPANISH ORIGIN PO_ ATION,
UNITED STATES, 1960-1975+

(annual averages of those reporting'occucation)

Occupation and Sex 1960 1969 19701 1971 1972 1.973

Halm

la2J_

3.9

4.3

5.5

LGo.o loo

6.0-

5.0

7.5

a 1-.0 10,10 lo0.0

6.9

6.4

6.3

Professional,
technical

era,

officials
Clerical &

kindred work

7.9

7.4

6.7

.7,2

6.11

6.9

6.8

6.5

6.8

Sales 4 3.3 4.0 2.7 3.0 3.3
Craft and blue- 15.6 18.5 19.7 18.2 19.6 18.4

,:ollar worker.
supervisors

Opell-mtlYes 27.7 28.6 27.2 27.6 27.0 27.2

Noni -m laborers 13.9 11.8 11,0 12.1 11.6 11.7

Private household 7.1 -- 0,1
13.6

-- --

Service, except
priv. household

9.3 10.5 12.0 J 12.9 13.9

Farmers, farm
managers

1.9 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.3

Farmworkers 4
suporvisors

malta

114.0 4.8 6.6 5.0 5.4 5.6

TOTAL 100.0 100 0 100 _0 100,0 111J2 100 0

Professional,
technical

5.4 8.6 7.5
* 6.9

Managers,
officals

Clerical 4
kindred work

2.3

19.8

1.7

25.6

2.2

28.3 26.2

Sales 6.0 5,0 , 5.8
. 4.7

Craft 4 blue-
collar worker

-1.5 1.1 2.3
* 0.9

supervisors
Operatives 36.7 32.8 26.7 27.0

Nonfarm laborers 1.1 0.8 1.4 * 1.2

Private household 8.8 6.4 4.5
* 5.7

Service, except
priv. household

14.2 17.1 18.9 * 19.0

Fariers, farm
managers

0.2 0.3 0.1 .

Farmworkers & 3*1 = 2.4 1.5

, supervisors

1974
Females
1975

l000 122,2

6.5 8.7

5.7 5.5

14.7 14.7

3.4 4.1

12.1, 11.8

28.2 26.7
7.7 8.2

4.9 t16 .8

0.2 0.1

5.7 3.4

-- Represents zero or rounds to zero
* Data not available

For 1960 and 1970, data refer to composite of Spanish surname In south
States (Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas) and the U.S. pop-
ulation of Puerto Rican birth and parentage. For other dates, data refer to
composite of pereons self-identifying as of Mexican or Puerto Rican origin,
with "other" Spanish included, due to the predomiAaAtly Southwest Hispanic
and Mexican origin of persons aelecting this alternative.

Sources* 1960 U;S. 0enSue of the Populationumons.of Scanish_Surname (PC(2)18)
and EilertoLRioans in 62_1,1.(PC(2)10). 1970 U.S. Census of the Population--
Persons of Scanish Surname (PC(2)10) and FUArto_Blcans in_the_U.S.J_FC(.211S)
U.S. Dept. Of Comnercel Bureau of the Cenaus C-- -nt Po: ation Retorts--

Po-atioCh, SerieS 7-20, Nos. 21/ , 221, 224, 250, 264, 280, 290.



Table 3

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES, BY.AGF, SEX, ANC RACE, 1954-1974

(annual averages)

16.to19 years old 20 years

White Nonwhite White

Male Female Male Female Male Female

old and over
Nonwhite

Male Female

1954 13.4 10.4 14.4 20.6 4.4 5.1 9.9 8.4

1955 11.3 9.1 11.4 19.2 3.3 3.9 8.4 7.7

1956 10.5 9.7 15.0 22.8 3.0 3.7 7.4 7.8

1957 11.5 9.5 18.4 20.2 3.2 3.8 7.6 6.4

1958 15.7 12.7 26.8 28.4 5.5 5.6 12.7 9.5

1959 14.0 12.0 25.2 27.7 4.1 4.7 10.5 8.3

1960 14.0 12.7 24.0 24.8 4.2 4.6 9.6 -- 8.3

1961 15.7 14.8 26.8 29.2 5.1 5.7 11.7 10.6

1962 13.7 12.8 22.0 30.2 4.0 4.7 10.0 9.6

1963 15.9 15.1 27.3 34.7 3.9 4.8 9.2 9.4

1964 14.7 14.9 24.3 31.6 3.4 4.6 7.7 9.0

1965 12.9 14.0 23.3 31.7 2.9 4.0 6.0 7.5

1966 10.5 12.1 21.3 31.3 2.2 3.3 4.9 6.6

1967 10.7 11.5 23.9 29.6 2.1 3.8 4.3 7.1

1968 10.1 12.1 22.1 28.7 2.0 3.4 3.9 6.3

1969 10.0 11.5 21.4 27.6 1.9 3.4 3.7 5.8

1970 13.7 13.4 25-0 34.4 3.2 4.4 5.6 6.9

1971 15.1 19.1 28.9 35.4 4.6 5.3 7.2 8.7

1972 14.2 14.2 29.7 38.4 3.6 4.9 6.8 8.8

1973 12.5 13.3 28.2 34.9 2.9 4.3 5.7 8.2

1974 (third quarter averages, seasonally adjusted):

Nonwhite men, 20 years of age and over-.- 6.3 percent

Nonwhite women, 20 years of age and over-.. 8.1 percent

Nonwhite men and women, 16-19 years of age 33.0 nercent

White men, 20 years of age and over 3.4 percent

White women, 20 years of age and over.-- 5.0 percent

White men and women, 16-19 years of age 14.1 percent

Source: U.S., Department of Labor, Eureau of Labor

Statist cs Employment and EarningsL vol. 19, no. 8 (Oct.

1974), table A-434 1). 51, and U.S., Department of Commerce,

Bureau of the'Census, The Social and Economic Status of the,

Black populatiOn in the United States, 1973. Current

Population Reports, series P-23, no. 48 (1974), table 30.

Also, U.S., Department of Labor, Manyower Report of the

President 19744 table A-17.
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TABLE 3A

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES FOR SPANISH ORIGIN POPULATION,
UNITED STATES, 1960-1975*

(annual averages for ages

MALE

16 and older)

FEMALE

1960 10.0
1969 5,1 7.5
1970 8.6
1971 8.6 9.2
1972 7.4 10.1

1973 6.7 7.7
1974 7.2 9.8
1975 13.1 12.2

Composition of the population is the same as in Table 2A.

Sources: 1960 U.S. Census of the Population--Persons of
Spanish Surname (PC(2)1B) and Puerto Ricans ir

-(PC(2)1D), 1970 U.S. Census of the PcpulatiOn-sons of
§panish Surname (PC(2)1D) and Puerto Ricans in th!t U.S.

(PC(2)1E), U.S. Dept. of Commerce: Bureau of the Q64,
Current E2pu1ation )29,22r1=s--Population Charateristi-
Series P-20, nos..213, 21, 224, 250, 264, 280,
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Table 4

NONWHITE MEDIAN INCOME AS PERCENTAGE OF WHITE MED_ N INCOME

Year

,BY FAMILY AND
(1972

Nonwhite Family
Percentage of White

Family Income

SEX, 1954-1974
dollars)

Nonwhite Male
Percentage of

White Male Income

*Nonwhite Fernald
Percentage. of

.White Female Incon

1954 56% 50% 54%

1955 55 53 52

1956_ 53 52 57

1957 54 53 58

1958- 51 50 '59

1959 54 47 62
1960 .55 53 62

1961 53 52 67

1962 53 49 67

1963 53 52 67

1964 56 57 70

1965 55 54 73

1966 60 55 76

1967 62 59 80

1968 63 61 81

1969 63 59 85

1970 64 60 92

1971 63 61 90

1972 62 62 96

1973 60
1974 62

It iL; important to note that white iem-le income
traditionally has been lower than either white or nonwhite
male income, and the income of nonwhite females has been the
lowest of all. (See the discussion of this point in U.S
Commission on Civil Rights., Twenty Years After Brown:
Eailq.11Ly of Economic opy12EtELIALy, July 1975, p. 64.)

-source: Computed from data in U.S., Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, social and Economic Status of the
Black D2pulation in the United States, 1972, 1974 series P-
23, nos. 46 and 54, and series P-60, annual issues. ,
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-TABLE 4A

,ANISH ORIGIN MEDIAN INCOME AS PERCENTAGE OF WBITE MEDIAN INCOME,
UNITED STATES, 1968-1974

(Current Dollars)

YEAR FAMILY MALE FEMALE

1968
1969

65.3 *
* *

1970 71.4 88.7 117.3
1971 71.2 76.6 92.2
1972 70.9 74.0 101.2
1973 69.2 73.3 93.9
1974 71.6 74.0 98.7

Data not available

3urce: U.F Dept. of Commerce: Bureau of the Census U.S.
7ommerce: Bureau of the Census, Current 222n1E1A2E

1121Et -co.2.91L1Lqn Characteristics, Series P-20 nos. 213,

2 4, 250, 264, 280, 290, 292, Series P-25 ho. 529, and
Dries P-60 nos, 69, 75, 60, 85, 90.



Table 5. CIVILIAN L., PART1CIPATI0T1 ttATEs By AGE, S1, A:Z RA

averages)

1964, 1970 and 1974

964

0 Sex

Total, 16 years et over

16 and 17 yeara
18 and 19 years
20 co,24 years
25 to 34 years. ,

35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years
55 to 64 years
65 years and over,

Black and
Other
Races

White
Black and

Other
Races

White

1974

Black and
Other
Races

80.0

37,3
67.2
89.4
95.9
94.4.

(.4.6

80.6
29.6

1411J:119

Total, 16 years & over 43.5

16 and 17 years . 19.5

18 and 19 years. 46,5

20 to 24 years 53.6

25 to 34 years 52.8

35 Co 44 years 58.4

49 to 54 years 62.3

55 to 64 years 48.4

65 years and over 12.7

81.1

43.5
66.6
85.7
97.5
97.6
96.1
86.1
27.9

37:5

28.5
49.6
4[1.3

3J.0
43.3
50.2
39.4
9.9

76.5 80.0

34.8
61.8
83.5
93,7

93.2
88.2
79.2

27,4

49,5

24.3
44.7

57.7
57.6
59.9
60.2
47,1

12.2

48.9
67.4
83.3
96.7
97.3
94.9
83.3
26.7

42,6

36.6
55.0
57.7
43.1
49,9
53.7
42.6
9.5

Maite

73.3 79.4

34.6
62.4
82.1
93,2

90.9
84.7
70.2

21.7

49.1

24.2
44.6
58.2
60.8
61.5
56.9
43.5
10.0

53.3
73.6
86.5
96.3
96.7
93.0
78,1
22.5

45.2

43.3
60.4

63.8
51.1
53.7
54.3
40:4
8.0

Source: S., Departmont of Commorce. Bureau of the Census. The Social and Economic

PonOlation in the United States, 1974, Current Population RepGrts, 5eries P-23, flo, 54
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Table 6

INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF JOB. LOSERS BY MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUP
(not seasonally adjusted)

Occupational group
and sex

White-collar
Professional and managerial
Sales -and clerical

Blue-collar
Craft and kindred workers
Operatives
Laborers

Change
to

Thousands

- 494
-166
328

1,901
536

1;055
309.

from 1974
1975

Percent

88
87
89
120
119

.130
94

Servides and farm 159 45

Male

White-collar 241 98
Blue-collar 1,417 112
Services and farm 87 53

Female

White-collar 252 80
Blue-collar 485 149
Services and farm 70 45

Source; U.S., Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, "Job Loss and Other r.:Ictors Behind the Recent
Increase in Unemployment" (June1975).
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Table 7 Proportions of Civilian Labor Force --d Job-Loss Uneloyment Accoimted for by Black
and White Men and Women

'

1973 7 1975

III

Total civilian labor force
(1,000's)............... ... 88,980 89,82Z 0,467 90,644 91,396 91,785 91,810

,

Total job losers (1,000's).. 1 597, 1,648 1,999 1,466 2,095 2,816 . 4,072

White male
Z of job losers 50.7 54.1 52.7 51.6 54.7 53 .1 54.0

% of labor force.... 54.7 54.6 54.6 54.4 54.2 54.3 54.0

White female
% of job losers 29.2 2 . 4 27.8 2.8 29..4 28.7 28.1

% of labor force... 33.9 34.0 34.0, 34.2 34.5 34.3 34.7

Black male
% of job losers 12.6 10.9 12.9 12.5 1'0.6 12.0 11.8

% of labor orce.. 6.3 6.3 6.4 6.4 6.2 6.2 6.2

Black female
% ofjth1oars 8.0 6.8 6.6 7.0 6.2 6.6 6.0

% of labor force........ 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1

Source: U.S., Jgnt of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Job Loss and Other Factors Beh'

at:. Recent Increase in Unemployment," June 1975. Data for Americans of Spanish origin are not

available.

* Rumaa numerals refer to seasonally adjusted.
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Fip; rp 1

LOYMENT RATES OF WHITES AND NO_ TES
annual averages)

8.8

White NonwhiCe

1954

8.9

uhite Nonwhite

1973

Note: The unemployment rate is the percentage of the civilian
labor force that is unemployed.

Source:, U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Social and Economic Status of the Black-Fo-ulation in the
United States, Curent Population Reports; aeries F-2_
(1974), table 28.
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FIGURE 2

THE NUMBER OF JOB LOSERS SURGED
UPWARD TOWARD THE END OF 1974.

Unemployment by reason, 1967-74

Nurnber (thousand9)
6,000

4.000

Total unemployment

0

19:7 1966 1909 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

NOW: Quarlerly dela are 5eas0nali y adjusted.
Source: U. S. Department of Labor. Menpower Roma af the President.
April 1975. P. n.

IVE919it,799WW41171%1111118111111121M11
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APPENDIX B

TEMPORARY OPTIONS FOR REDUCING LABOR
COSTS OTHER THAN THRoUGH LAYOFFS

Reduction of_Work Hours

plant/office shutdown for specified time per month
shorter work week
shorter work day
elimination of overtime
rotation layoffs
furloughs

Solicitation of Individuals ,tor Voluntary
Reduction in Force, or Hours

unpaid leave of absence
short work day or work week
rescheduled vacations
early retirement with or without incentives

Volu tar Reduction of Co_ -ensation

voldntary wage,cuts - evenly applied or graduated on
basis of salary
voluntary deferral of raises, cost of living increases,
merit increases, bonuses, automatic increases

untar Reduction of Frin e Benefits

medical disability and life insurance - reduced level
of benefits, increased employee contributions, increased
deductible, elimination of dental, eye, or other such

coverage, etc.
vacation days reductions
modification of profit-sharing plans
reduced or deferred contributions to union"'welfare funds

88



eduction or Elimination of Miscellaneous

company subsidized cafeteria
tuition refund programs
-taff training and development_ pr
expense accounts
travel/relocation reimbursemen.-s
executive benefits and privileges

Source: Bruno Stei
New York University

Professor, Institute of Labor Relation
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